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Notice/Wonder/Inference Note-catcher
Notice

Wonder

Inference

1

Main Idea and Details Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Text

Main Idea

Supporting Details

Timeline
1619–1870

“A Black and
White World”
(page 8
through first
paragraph of
page 10)
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Great Migration Venn Diagram
Name:
Date:
Hetty’s Robinson’s Family

Both Families

3

Jackie Robinson’s Family

Author’s Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
Author’s Opinion (WHAT the author believes):
Reason (WHY
the author
believes an
opinion):

Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Lesson 4 Task Card
Work with your
group members to
complete the
following:

1.

Read the last paragraph on page 15.

2.

Think about and discuss: What reason does the author give to support
her opinion?

3.

On your graphic organizer, record the reason you identify next to second
line titled “Reason.”

4.

Locate two pieces of evidence that support the reason you identified.
Mark these with evidence flags.

5.
6.

Discuss the evidence you located with your group members.
Paraphrase the evidence you identified and record onto your graphic
organizer, next to the lines titled “Evidence.”
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Images from the 1936 Olympics in Berlin:
Jesse Owens Competing and Adolf Hitler on the Reviewing Stand
Jesse Owens Competing in the 1936 Olympics in Berlin
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2009/08/10/article-0-05F60673000005DC-861_468x383.jpg
Adolf Hitler
http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2009/08/10/article-1205572-060520FB000005DC-792_233x423.jpg
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Causes and Effects Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Causes

Effects

Jackie Robinson avoided serious trouble as a
teenager.

Americans believed that they had won a victory
over racism during the 1930s.
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Quote from Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
“For a number of years, the Negro passengers on the city bus lines of Montgomery have been
humiliated, intimidated, and faced threats on this bus line. Just the other day, one of the fine citizens
of our community, Mrs. Rosa Parks, was arrested because she refused to give up her seat for a white
passenger. Mrs. Rosa Parks was arrested, taken down to jail, taken from the bus just because she
refused to give up her seat. At present, we are in the midst of a protest of the Negro citizens of
Montgomery representing some 44 percent of the population, 90 percent at least of the regular Negro
bus passengers are staying off the buses, and we plan to continue until something is done.”
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Bus Desegregation Venn Diagram
Jackie Robinson’s Bus Incident

Both Events

9

Montgomery Bus Boycott

Historical Images from Newspaper/Magazine Articles about
Baseball in America (1940s–1950s)
Cover of Our Sports Magazine, 1953 (Jackie Robinson, Editor):
http://memory.loc.gov/mss/mssmisc/0005/0001r.jpg
Cover of Washington Afro-American newspaper, April 12, 1947:
http://www.newseum.org/news/2007/04/in-the-news-jackie-robinson-integrates-baseball.html
Cover of New York Daily News, April 16, 1947:
http://www.nydailynews.com/sports/baseball/mr-robinson-article-1.209565
Excerpt from Jet magazine, Branch Rickey, January 1, 1953:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/vieilles_annonces/1199095492/
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Lesson 7 Task Card

Work with
your group
members to
complete the
following:

OPINION

Read your “Question Strip” and think about what it
means.
Focus on the key vocabulary in bold. Use a strategy
from the Vocabulary Strategies anchor chart to help
determine the meaning of these words. Discuss with
your groups members:
• What do these words mean?
• How do these words help you think about what this
question is about?
• Think about and discuss: Based on this question
journalists were asking, what can you infer about
journalists’ opinions?
• On a new page in your journal, independently write an
opinion sentence based on the journalists’ question.
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Opinion Exemplars Page

1. Baseball is the most entertaining of all professional sports.
2. The Jim Crow era was the worst period in American history.
3. Jackie Robinson was an amazing baseball player.
4. The Harlem Renaissance produced the greatest African American artists of the 20th century.
5. Journalists have better opportunities to influence social change than most people.
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:
“1619
People kidnapped from Africa are brought to the Virginia colony.” (page 8)
Paraphrase:

“1776
There are approximately 2 million slaves in the American colonies. After the American Revolution
(1775–1783, approximately 55,000 free black people live in what is now the United States.”
(page 8)
Paraphrase:

13

Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:
“1787
The U.S. Constitution does not mention slavery, but it does ban the importation of slaves as of
1808.” (page 8)
Paraphrase:

“1861–65
The Civil War rages between the Union (the North) and the Confederacy (the South).” (page 8)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:
“1863
President Abraham Lincoln signs the Emancipation Proclamation, which frees slaves in the
Confederate states.” (page 8)
Paraphrase:

“1865
The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution makes slavery illegal in the United States.” (page 8)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:
“1868
The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees all people born in the United States, including African
Americans, citizenship and equal protection under the law. Native Americans are not included.”
(page 8)
Paraphrase:

“1870
The Fifteenth Amendment grants all adult male citizens the right to vote.” (page 8)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in Baseball in American History Cards
“1845
There are several myths about how and when professional baseball reached the continental United
States. However, it is now commonly agreed that in 1845 the Knickerbocker Base Ball Club of New
York adapted the European games of the past into the game we know today as baseball.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:

“1846
The first recorded game is played on June 19 at Elysian Fields in Hoboken, New Jersey, where the
New York Knickerbockers lost to the New York Baseball Club.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:
“1869
The Cincinnati Red Stockings became the first openly salaried team and are considered the first
professional team.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:

“1876
The first major league, the National League, is formed in New York City.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in Baseball in American History Cards
“1882
There are two rival major baseball leagues in existence: the National League and the American
Association. Neither league have any black players.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:

“1884
Moses Fleetwood Walker from Ohio becomes the first black major leaguer when his team, the Toledo
Blue Stockings, of the Northwestern League, joins the American Association.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:

“1887
White players complain that they don’t want to play alongside black players. Baseball owners vote
not to offer any further major league contracts to black players.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:
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Timeline of Events in African American History Cards
Name:
Date:

“1920
The first national all-black league is formed.” (page 25)
Paraphrase:
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Author’s Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
Author’s Opinion (WHAT the author believes):
Reason (WHY
the author
believes an
opinion):

Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Lesson 9 Task Card
Name:
Date:
Work with your
group members to
complete the
following:

1. Independently reread pages 28 and 29 of the text.
2. Think about and discuss: What is one reason the author gives to support
the opinion?
3. On your graphic organizer, record one reason you identify below the line
titled: “Reason.”
4. Locate three to five pieces of evidence that support the reason you
identified. Mark these with evidence flags.
5. Discuss the evidence you located with your group members.
6. Paraphrase the evidence you identified and record onto your graphic
organizer, below the lines titled: “Evidence.”
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment:
Identifying Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence in the Article “Courage on the Field”
Name:
Date:

Directions:

• Read the article “Courage on the Field.”
• Read the assessment questions below. NOTE: These questions tell you what part
of the article to focus on.
• Reread the article, one paragraph at a time. Think about the answers to the
assessment questions.
• Answer the questions. Cite evidence from the text to support your answers when
asked to do so.

1. The start of Jackie Robinson’s career in Major League Baseball was
a. easy and fun
b. difficult and a challenge
c. in Chicago
d. full of friends and family
2. PART A: According to the passage, the author’s opinion about Jackie Robinson is that he
a. played professional baseball in New York
b. suffered many struggles during his time in Major League Baseball
c. was a special person
d. helped to break the color barrier in Major League Baseball
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment:
Identifying Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence in the Article “Courage on the Field”
4. One reason the author uses to support his opinion is Jackie Robinson would have to face many
challenges. Identify which of the following statements are evidence the author uses to support that
reason (mark all that apply):
a. Players on other teams shouted racial insults at him.
b. He received death threats from racist fans.
c. Many leaders credited Robinson with playing a key role in the civil rights movement.
d. Those teammates didn’t offer Robinson much support.
5. Discuss one main idea from “Courage on the Field.” Be sure to give details (cite evidence) from the
article in your response.
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Tracking My Progress
Mid-Unit 2
Name:
Date:
Learning target: I can identify the reasons and evidence the author uses to support an opinion.
1. Target in my own words is:

2. How am I doing? Circle one.
I need more help
to learn this.

I understand
some of this.

3.The evidence to support my self-assessment is:
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I am
on my way!

Tracking My Progress
Mid-Unit 2
Name:
Date:
Learning target: I can determine the meaning of new words and phrases from context in an
informational article.

2. How am I doing? Circle one.
I need more help
to learn this.

I understand
some of this.

3.The evidence to support my self-assessment is:
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I am
on my way!

Three Perspectives Venn Diagram
Name:
Date:

Jackie Robinson’s
Perspective

Sharon Robinson’s
Perspective

Rachel Robinson’s
Perspective
28

Author’s Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
Author’s Opinion (WHAT the author believes):
Reason (WHY
the author
believes an
opinion):

Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Identifying Reasons Task Card
Name:
Date:

Work with your
group members to
complete the
following:

1. Independently read your chunk of text.
2. Think about and discuss: What is one reason the author gives to
support her opinion?
3. On your graphic organizer, record one reason you identify below the
line titled: “Reason.”
4. Locate two pieces of evidence that support the reason you identified.
Mark these with evidence flags.
5. Discuss the evidence you located with your group members.
6. Paraphrase the evidence you identified, and record onto your graphic
organizer below the lines titled: “Evidence.”
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Reading Task Card
Name:
Date:
Work with your group members to complete the following:
1. Think about the question: After leaving baseball, how did Jackie Robinson use his popularity to
champion civil rights?
2. Independently reread the text on pages 52–57 to locate facts and details (evidence) that answer
the question.
3. Mark 7–10 facts or specific details that you locate with evidence flags.
4. Look for any of the following words that show up in your chunk of the reading. Be sure to use
context clues to figure out what the word means. Think about why this word is particularly
important given what your chunk of the text is about.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

demonstrations
inducted
diversity
address
equality
philosophy

5. Think about and then discuss with your group members: Do the facts and details you located
help to answer the question?
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Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer

Name:
Date:
MY Opinion (WHAT I believe about the topic; a “judgment”):
Reason #1:
(WHY the
author believes
an opinion):
Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer

Name:
Date:
MY Opinion (WHAT I believe about the topic; a “judgment”):
Reason #1:
(WHY the
author believes
an opinion):

Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Determining Reasons and Evidence to Support My Opinion Task Card

Name:
Date:

Part I:
OPINION

• Think about and discuss: What is your opinion of Jackie Robinson as a
champion for civil rights?
• On your graphic organizer, write a topic sentence that states an opinion (on
the line below: “MY Opinion”).
• Make sure to use a “judgment” word in your sentence.

REASON

• Reread your first chunk of text (1, 2, 3, or 4) to help you identify a reason to
support your opinion (WHY you believe the opinion).
• On your graphic organizer, write one reason WHY you believe your opinion
(on the line below: “Reason 1”).
• Use words or phrases from the text in your reason.

EVIDENCE

• Review your evidence flags to choose three facts and specific details that relate
to Reason 1 and that support your opinion.
• On your graphic organizer, paraphrase and record evidence on each of the
three lines below the word: “Evidence” (under Reason 1).
• Use words or phrases from the text in your paraphrased evidence.
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Determining Reasons and Evidence to Support My Opinion Task Card

Part II:
REASON

• Reread another chunk of text (1, 2, 3, or 4) to help you identify a second
reason to support your opinion (WHY you believe the opinion).
• On your graphic organizer, write another reason WHY you believe your
opinion (on the line below: “Reason 2”).
• Use words or phrases from the text in your reason.

EVIDENCE

• Review your evidence flags to choose three facts and specific details that relate
to Reason 2 and that support your opinion.
• On your graphic organizer, paraphrase and record evidence on each of the
three lines below the word: “Evidence” (under Reason 2).
• Use words or phrases from the text in your paraphrased evidence.
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Model Graphic Organizer and Introduction Paragraph
Name:
Date:

MY Opinion
(WHAT I believe
about the topic; a
“judgment”):

Branch Rickey played an important role in breaking the color barrier of
Major League Baseball. He made the bold decision to recruit African
American players into the Major Leagues. Eventually, he started what was
known as the “Noble Experiment” by hiring Jackie Robinson as the first
African American to play for the major league team the Brooklyn Dodgers.
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Model Graphic Organizer and Introduction Paragraph
Name:
Date:

Reason #1
(WHY I believe
the opinion):

He made the bold decision to recruit African American players into the major
leagues.

Evidence
(facts, details,
information):

He tried to convince the Dodger board to allow him to recruit African
American players from the Negro Leagues (page 26).

Evidence:

He proposed integrated baseball to the first commissioner of baseball, Judge
Kenesaw Mountain Landis (page 27).

Evidence:

After a new commissioner of baseball was appointed, Branch Rickey asked
again that black players be allowed to play in the major leagues (page 27).
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Model Graphic Organizer and Introduction Paragraph
Name:
Date:

Reason #2 (WHY I
believe the
opinion):

He started what was known as the “Noble Experiment” by hiring Jackie
Robinson as the first African American to play for the major league team the
Brooklyn Dodgers (page 27).

Evidence (facts,
details,
information):

On August 28, 1945, Branch Rickey met with Jackie Robinson to discuss
him playing for the Dodgers (page 28).

Evidence:

He studied Jackie Robinson as a player and person, to make sure he was the
right one to break Major League Baseball’s color barrier (page 28).

Evidence:

He told Jackie Robinson that he would need to adopt a nonviolent approach
to change for the first few years, for the sake of racial equality (page 28).
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Lesson 16 Reading Task Card
Name:
Date:

Work with your
group members
to complete the
following:

1. Think about the question: What is Jackie Robinson’s legacy?
2. Independently reread pages 60 and 61 to locate facts and details (evidence)
to answer the question. (Start at: “Each year, children …” and end with “…
and active in an ever changing world.”)
3. Mark three to five facts or specific details that you locate with evidence flags.
4. Think about and then discuss with your group members: Do the facts and
details you located help to answer the question?
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End of Unit 2 Assessment:
Writing an Opinion Essay with Supporting Evidence about
Jackie Robinson’s Legacy
Name:
Date:

What opinion do you have about Jackie Robinson’s legacy? After reading Promises to Keep about how
Jackie Robinson changed America, write an essay in which you share an opinion about Jackie
Robinson’s legacy. Include an introduction paragraph and two body paragraphs, one for each reason.
Be sure each reason paragraph includes at least three pieces of evidence from the text. (Remember,
you don’t have to write a conclusion yet.) Also be sure you include key vocabulary from the text.
Directions:

1. Refer to your resources: Promises to Keep (pages 58–63), your journal, your
vocabulary cards, and our class anchor charts.
2. Remind yourself of your opinion about Jackie Robinson’s legacy that you wrote
in your journal.
3. Organize your ideas: Use the Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence graphic organizer
to plan your writing. Be sure to refer to the notes you took in your journal and
the evidence flags in the text.
4. Write an essay that includes the following: an introduction paragraph and two
body paragraphs (one for each reason) with supporting evidence for the
opinion, a conclusion, and key vocabulary
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End of Unit 2 Assessment:
Writing an Opinion Essay with Supporting Evidence about
Jackie Robinson’s Legacy
Name:
Date:

Criteria for
Success and
Self-Assessment:

•

I organized my essay before writing, using the Opinion, Reasons, and
Evidence graphic organizer.

•

I wrote an introduction paragraph that:
o Introduces the topic and clearly shows what I think about Jackie
Robinson’s legacy (my opinion)
o Introduces the reasons I believe my opinion

•

I wrote two body paragraphs that each:
o Clearly introduce each reason
o Provide three pieces of evidence (facts, specific details, information) to
support my opinion

•

I wrote high-quality paragraphs that use:
o Correct punctuation
o Correct grammar
o Complete sentences that stay on topic
o Key vocabulary used accurately
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Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
MY Opinion (WHAT I believe about the topic; a “judgment”):
Reason #1:
(WHY the
author believes
an opinion):
Evidence (facts,
details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Opinion, Reasons, and Evidence Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:

Reason #2:
(WHY the
author
believes an
opinion):
Evidence
(facts, details,
information)::

Evidence:

Evidence:

Evidence:
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Grades 4 and 5 Expanded Scoring Rubric for Analytic and Narrative Writing

Construct
Measured
Reading
Comprehension
of Key Ideas
and Details
*Notes: Type of
textual evidence
required is grade
and prompt
specific and
included in the
scoring guide

Score
Point
4

Score Point 3

Score Point 2

Score Point 1

Score Point 0

The student
response
provides an
accurate
analysis of what
the text says
explicitly and
inferentially
and references
the text
explicitly to
support the
analysis,
showing full
comprehension
of complex
ideas expressed
in the text(s).

The student
response
provides a
mostly accurate
analysis of what
the text says
explicitly and
inferentially
and references
the text to
support the
analysis,
showing
comprehension
of ideas
expressed in the
text(s).

The student
response
provides a
minimally
accurate
analysis of what
the text says
and may
reference the
text showing
limited
comprehension
of ideas
expressed in the
text(s).

The student
response
provides an
inaccurate
analysis or no
analysis of the
text, showing
little to no
comprehension
of ideas
expressed in
the text(s).
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Grades 4 and 5 Expanded Scoring Rubric for Analytic and Narrative Writing

Construct
Measured
Writing
Written
Expression
Development
of Ideas

Score
Point
4
Score Point 3
The student
response
addresses the
prompt and
provides
effective and
comprehensive
development of
the topic and/or
narrative
elements by
using clear
reasoning,
details, and/or
description; the
development is
consistently
appropriate to
the task,
purpose, and
audience.

Score Point 2

Score Point 1

Score Point 0

The student
response
addresses the
prompt and
provides
effective
development of
the topic
and/or
narrative
elements by
using
reasoning,
details, and/or
description; the
development is
largely
appropriate to
the task,
purpose, and
audience.

The student
response
addresses the
prompt and
develops the
topic and/or
narrative
elements
minimally by
using limited
reasoning,
details, and/or
description; the
development is
limited in its
appropriateness
to the task,
purpose,
and/or
audience.

The student
response is
underdeveloped
and therefore
inappropriate to
the task, purpose,
and/or audience.
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Grades 4 and 5 Expanded Scoring Rubric for Analytic and Narrative Writing
Construct
Measured

Score
Point 4

Score Point 3

Score Point 2

Score Point 1

Score Point 0

Writing
Written
Expression
Organization

The student
response
demonstrates
effective
coherence,
clarity, and
cohesion, and
includes a
strong
introduction
and conclusion.

The student
response
demonstrates
coherence,
clarity, and
cohesion, and
includes an
introduction
and conclusion.

The student
response
demonstrates
limited
coherence,
clarity, and/or
cohesion, and
may or may not
include a clear
introduction
and/or
conclusion.

The student
response
demonstrates a
lack of
coherence,
clarity, and
cohesion.

Writing
Written
Expression

The student
response uses
language well to
attend to the
norms and
conventions of
the discipline.
The response
includes
concrete words
and phrases,
sensory details,
linking and
transitional
words, and/or
domain-specific
vocabulary
effectively to
clarify ideas.

The student
response
attends to the
norms and
conventions of
the discipline.
The response
includes
concrete words
and phrases,
sensory details,
linking and
transitional
words, and/or
domain-specific
vocabulary to
clarify ideas.

The student
response shows
limited
awareness of
the norms of the
discipline. The
response
includes limited
descriptions,
sensory details,
linking and
transitional
words, or
domain-specific
vocabulary to
clarify ideas.

The student
response shows
little to no
awareness of
the norms of
the discipline.
The student
response lacks
the
descriptions,
sensory details,
linking and
transitional
words, or
domainspecific
vocabulary
needed to
clarify ideas.

Clarity of
Language
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Grades 4 and 5 Expanded Scoring Rubric for Analytic and Narrative Writing
Construct
Measured

Score
Point 4

Score
Point 3

Score
Point 2

Writing

The student
response
demonstrates
command of
the
conventions
of standard
English
consistent
with
effectively
edited
writing.
Though there
may be a few
minor errors
in grammar
and usage,
meaning is
clear
throughout
the response.

The student
response
demonstrates
command of
the
conventions
of standard
English
consistent
with edited
writing. There
may be a few
distracting
errors in
grammar and
usage, but
meaning is
clear.

The student
response
demonstrates
limited
coherence,
clarity, and/or
cohesion, and
may or may not
include a clear
introduction
and/or
conclusion. The
student
response
demonstrates
inconsistent
command of
the conventions
of standard
English. There
are a few
patterns of
errors in
grammar and
usage that may
occasionally
impede
understanding.

Knowledge
of Language
and
Conventions
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Score Point 1
The student
response
demonstrates
limited
command of
the conventions
of standard
English. There
are multiple
errors in
grammar and
usage
demonstrating
minimal
control over
language. There
are multiple
distracting
errors in
grammar and
usage that
sometimes
impede
understanding.

Score
Point 0
The student
response
demonstrates
little to no
command of
the
conventions of
standard
English. There
are frequent
and varied
errors in
grammar and
usage,
demonstrating
little or no
control over
language.
There are
frequent
distracting
errors in
grammar and
usage that
often impede
understanding.

Tracking My Progress:
End of Unit 2
Name:
Date:
Learning target: I can write a paragraph to introduce the topic and my opinion.
1. Target in my own words is:

2. How am I doing? Circle one.
I need more help
to learn this.

I understand
some of this.

3.The evidence to support my self-assessment is:
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I am
on my way!

Tracking My Progress:
End of Unit 2
Learning target: I can write body paragraphs that group evidence together to support a reason.
1. Target in my own words is:

2. How am I doing? Circle one.
I need more help
to learn this.

I understand
some of this.

3.The evidence to support my self-assessment is:
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I am
on my way!

Tracking My Progress:
End of Unit 2
Learning target: I can use linking words to connect my reasons and evidence to my opinion.
1. Target in my own words is:

2. How am I doing? Circle one.
I need more help
to learn this.

I understand
some of this.

3.The evidence to support my self-assessment is:
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I am
on my way!

Learning Resources
CoSer 501
Educational Media
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